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some like it
fresh:
a systemic approach to
food sovereignty in south
los angeles

“Gardening is the most
therapeutic and defiant
act you can do, especially
in the inner city. Plus, you
get strawberries.“ - ron
finley

Fig 1. “Carob Covered Strawberries.” Roma for the Soul. 02 Sept. 2013. Web.

abstract
food insecurity:

Recent studies conducted by the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
have shown that about fifteen percent

limited or uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate and safe

(15%) of households in the United States

foods or limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in

are classified as “food insecure.”

socially acceptable ways

This issue is often caused by lack of

food access IN U.S.

until the 1950s, Los Angeles
FOOD ACCESS

resources both at the level of the individual
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was the top agricultural
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person and also as a function of their

has created food assistance programs to
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address the economics of this issue but
only function as temporary solutions to a
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multidimensional problem. Los Angeles,
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California is uniquely situated within 200
miles of the Central Valley, containing
one-third of the total farmland in the

Food Insecurity BELOW U.S. Average
Food Insecurity NEAR U.S. Average
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U.S. , while also home to the highest

Food Insecurity ABOVE U.S. Average

concentration of food insecure people

“limited or uncertain
availability of nutritionally adequate
and safe foods or limited or uncertain
ability to acquire acceptable foods in
sociall y acceptable ways” -USDA
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12,659
11.4%
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industrialization of the food system has
not only changed the food we eat, but

are food
insecure

has also transformed our cities food
landscapes. These spaces are not only
disconnected from the food they serve and
make available, but also from the context
1

McMillan, Tracie. The American Way of Eating: Undercover at Walmart, Applebee’s, Farm Fields, and the Dinner Table. New York:
Scribner, 2012. Print. (50)
2
“Map the Meal Gap.” Feeding America. Web. 29 Aug. 2013.
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in the country at 1.7 million people. The

in which they exist.
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23.5

million

americans

live in food deserts and
roughly

75%

of

deserts are urban.
- a place at the table

Fig 2. Google Maps Screenshot, South Central Avenue in Los Angeles
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Fig 2. “Apricot.” Juice. Web.

thesis
The current means of fresh food access
in South LA are not adequate for its
residents. The existing food system in the
U.S. creates barriers to good food based
upon socio- economic status and influences foodscapes that are devoid of any
character of place. My thesis proposes
a grassroots approach in the design of
resilient and self-sufficient food oases
within South LA. This goal is achieved
through the occupation and transformation
of vacant and underutilized space along
with the revival of vernacular materials
into means of food and architectural
accessibility.

Fig 4. Google Maps Screenshot, South Central Avenue in Los Angeles
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Fig 5. “Food Photography - Pomegranate Fresh Fruit Still Life - Red Photograph - Modern Kitchen Art Rustic 8x10 11x14 16x20 “A Little
Sweet”” Etsy. Web.
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“Large-scale
complex

change

systems

in

never

comes from the top down;
it always bubbles up from
the bottom.”- Tom Wessels,
The Myth of Progress

3

research

Fig 6. “Ugly Angel: Vacant Lot Blues.” Ugly Angel: Vacant Lot Blues. 30 July 2009. Web.

4

area of focus

This thesis focuses on the creation of
self-sufficient foodscapes in South Los
Angeles. Much of my research found large
scale issues within the current means of
fresh food production and distribution
throughout the U.S. to cause effects within
specific neighborhoods in Los Angeles,
California and other cities and states
alike. The transformation of urban blight
into fresh food oases is the main premise
for the project, through the choice and
will of community residents. I propose
series of phased projects which build
upon the existing infrastructure of South
Los Angeles and themselves to create
communities which are inherently more
resilient through their design.

5

architectural issues

OVERVIEW

The architecture not only is meant to serve

SCALE

specific funtions for the people who use

WATER

these spaces, but should also act as a

ARCHITECTURE IN A CAR

mediator between the plant and human life

CITY

and establish a greater connection than

AFFORDABILITY

is present currently in South Los Angeles

FLEXIBILITY

between people and their food.

STREETSCAPE

What role does architecture serve
in this type of agency? Where does
the architecture come in? How is it
contextual? What types of architectural
and social infrastructures exist currently
in South Los Angeles and how do they
interact currently? How could their
interaction be improved?

6

architectural precedents
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Fig 7. “Inhabitat - Sustainable Design Innovation, Eco Architecture, Green Building.” WVTTK Architects Eindhoven Green Bus Stop.
06 Dec. 2012. Web.
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food system

“I wanted a carrot without
toxic ingredients I didn’t
know how to spell.“ - ron
finley

17

PRIMARY FOOD SYSTEM
LARGE-SCALE, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, AND CONSUMPTION

FARM

The Central Valley region of California is regarded as

trucks to travel to different destinations.

our country’s “Eden” and accounts for one-third of

Once they reach the distribution center and

all farmland in the U.S. Ironically, this portion of the

are repacked, they all end up on the same

state would also be classified a desert climate in the

path to the Supermarket.

summer months, where the “soil is sand and loam, but
3

looks like dust”. Massive amounts of irrigation are
required to make the fruit and vegetable production
of this land possible. California leads the nation in
more than fifty crop and livestock commodities.
Most of these are either exported to other countries or
filtered into our industrial distribution system, which
make their way into our nation’s supermarkets. In the
Central Valley region over 400 crop commodities are
produced, more than any other state in the U.S. “The
state produces nearly half of U.S.-grown fruits, nuts,
4

and vegetables”. For fresh fruits and vegetables,
for example, the journey from each field or orchard
to a distribution center is different. Some, like table
grapes, are packaged in the containers they are sold
in and then refrigerated, while others like peaches
and garlic travel to other venues to be prepared and
then sold. Each item has a specialized refrigeration
and packaging method and must be repacked on
3

McMillan, Tracie. The American Way of Eating: Undercover at Walmart, Applebee’s, Farm Fields, and the Dinner Table. New York:
Scribner, 2012. Print. (51)
4
Ross, Karen, Vic Tolomeo, Sarah Hoffman, and Kelly Krug. California Agricultural Statistics Review, 2012-2013. Sacramento:
California Department of Food and Agriculture, 2013. PDF. (4)
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DISTRIBUTION

In her book, The American Way of Eating, Tracie
McMillan gives us a glimpse into the distribution
system that gets our food from where it’s grown to
where we can buy it:
“Once packed, it will go into storage, while company
executives arrange its ride on America’s produce
superhighway: supermarkets, which control not just
storefronts but the vast network that moves our food
from farm to plate. Much of it will get sold directly
to the supermarket chains that control most of the
flow of food between farmer and eater, accounting
for eighty-five percent (85%) of the food we buy.
Sometimes grower-packer-shippers will agree on
contracts with retailers well in advance; sometimes
they negotiate deals on a weekly basis. However it’s
sold, the stuff that goes to the big chains like Walmart
will travel by truck to an in-house distribution center,
where workers will organize the delivery and then
parcel it out, packing in onto trucks for delivery to
specific store. Whatever isn’t sold to big chains is
sold off to brokers, who sell it to wholesalers, who sell
it to grocers too small to run their own distribution
systems and truck fleets”.

5

19

5

McMillan, Tracie. The American Way of Eating: Undercover at Walmart, Applebee’s, Farm Fields, and the Dinner Table. New York:
Scribner, 2012. Print. (90)

SUPERMARKET

McMillan also describes the emergence of the modern

People began to think: “Why pay more

supermarket. Supermarkets sprouted from an

for an identical product I can purchase

evolution of grocers like A&P and Kroger in the early

somewhere else for less?”

1900s. Regarded as the world’s first supermarket,

These same motivations have carried into

King Kullen opened in 1930 on Long Island in New

the manner in which consumers shop for

York and was based upon Michael Cullen’s hopes to

food today, especially those on a limited

buy a lot of food in order to purchase at discounted

budget. Massive supermarket chains are

price, thus enabling the supermarket to undersell

able to offer food at a lower price than

the other competing grocers in town. The basis of

smaller, local competitors because they

the supermarket model was to apply mass marketing

purchase more food and thus have more

tactics to the selling of food. Central to their strategy

buying power in the market. Generally,

was to create a stock of processed foods that could

they are also able to sell processed foods

sit on shelves without worrying about it going bad.

at a lower price per ounce because they are

King Kullen offered mostly canned foods and dry

able to purchase more at a time, without

bulk, with a small selection of meat, produce and

risk of it going bad, unlike fresh food.

household items. In the 1930s, through the newly

Processed foods are also falsely cheaper

industrialized agriculture system more grains, fruits

in the consumer’s eyes because the

and vegetables were grown than could be sold before

government subsidizes commodity crops

they spoiled. This led to the industrial food processing

such as wheat, soy, corn and rice, used

business in order to preserve the food produced.

in most prepackaged, boxed and canned
foods. These crops account for eighty-four

Supermarkets were more attractive to consumers

percent (84%) of what is subsidized in the

than alternative grocers such as A&P because prices

U.S., with dairy and livestock following

6

at fourteen percent (14%), and fruits and

were lower by as much as ninety percent (90%).

vegetables coming in last at a measly one
6

McMillan, Tracie. The American Way of Eating: Undercover at Walmart, Applebee’s, Farm Fields, and the Dinner Table. New York:
Scribner, 2012. Print. (106)
7
A Place at the Table. Dir. Kristi Jacobson and Lori Silverbush. Magnolia Pictures, 2012. DVD.

percent (1%).

7
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“The 80’s created the myth
that A. hungry people
deserved it and B. well we
could really fill in the
gaps with the charities.” Joel berg

SECONDARY FOOD SYSTEM
SNAP, WIC, FOOD BANKS & PANTRIES

INTRODUCTION

The secondary food system was created for those

would affect about 14 million people or 30

who are unable to sustain themselves on their

percent (30%) of current SNAP recipients

own income. As many as 50 million Americans rely

over the next ten years. House Speaker

on charitable programs for meeting some part of

John Boehner described the intentions

8

8
9

their basic food needs. With tax cuts and a large

of the new legislation, “This bill makes

increase in defense spending during the 1980s, these

getting Americans back to work a priority

expenses were made up by cutting the budgets of

again for our nation’s welfare programs”.

many social programs including food stamps and WIC

9

at that time. Millions of people in the United States

needs to be tackled, pulling funding from

have come to rely on food banks, soup kitchens and

assistance programs does not create jobs

SNAP. Each of these programs began as temporary

or help people to find jobs. Boehner ignored

solutions to the hunger issue, but they have now

the fact that “over 30 percent (30%) of

become daily reality. All have helped to keep hunger

SNAP households had earnings in 2011,

at bay, but these institutions cannot continue to

and [that] forty-one percent (41%) of all

be sustained as a permanent function of our food

SNAP participants lived in a household

system. Federal assistance programs continue to

with earnings”.

come under attack. In the middle of September

America, has published studies showing

2013, House Republicans passed a bill to cut $40

that “only fifty-seven percent (57%) of food

billion from SNAP over the next ten years. It would

insecure individuals are income-eligible for

require adults between eighteen and fifty without

SNAP and twenty-six percent (26%) are

minor children to find a job or enroll in a work-training

not income-eligible for any federal food

program to qualify for benefits. Further, recipient

assistance”. With plans to cut funding

benefits would be limited to three months. These cuts

from these programs, larger numbers

A Place at the Table. Dir. Kristi Jacobson and Lori Silverbush. Magnolia Pictures, 2012. DVD.

Nixon, Ron. “House Republicans Pass Deep Cuts in Food Stamps.” The New York Times. 19 Sept. 2013. Web. 20 Sept. 2013.
“USDA ERS” Definitions of Food Security. 04 Sept. 2013. Web. 30 Sept. 2013
11
“Map the Meal Gap.” Feeding America. Web. 29 Aug. 2013.
10

While unemployment is an issue that

10

The foundation, Feeding

11

of people falling into the food gap are
inevitable.
22

SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION

SNAP was originally designed to provide assistance

called “The Cliff Effect”.

ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

to families of low-income to help make relatively

Federal

(SNAP)

expensive items like fresh fruits and vegetables

programs are designed

accessible and to maintain a healthy diet. The U.S.

to help families below

Department of Housing and Urban Development

a certain income. It is

has published datasets defining what qualifies

expected that those

individuals as low-income within each county in

above that line are

the country. In Los Angeles County, a single person

able to provide for

household is considered low-income under $46,000,

themselves

a two-person household under $53,000 and a three-

self

12

assistance

and

sufficient,

be
but

person household under $59,500. Unfortunately,

unfortunately,

it has now become the sole source of funds for food

not the case for many

purchases for many families. In California, benefits

families.

that’s

are made available over the first ten days of every
month. Many beneficiaries experience a dry period
at the end of every month when they come to rely
on other supplemental food programs such as food
pantries and soup kitchens.

Families are required to submit an application to
qualify for SNAP benefits, determined by family
structure and income. A family of three may not earn
over $25,000 per year to qualify, and many of those
families who do are categorized by a phenomenon
12

“FY 2013 Low Income Limits | HUD USER.” Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970
(Uniform Act or URA. 11 Dec. 2012. PDF. (10)
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WOMEN,

WIC operates under a similar system as SNAP, but with

INFANTS, AND

a focus on women, infants and children in need. The

CHILDREN (WIC)

goal is to help prevent or decrease premature births
by supplementing the diets of pregnant women. The
program also supplements the diets of children in the
first years of life, up to age five. In some cases, WIC
recipients may receive benefits from other programs
like SNAP as well.

13

FOOD BANKS,

Sources and funds for the Los Angeles Regional

times typically occur once or twice a

PANTRIES, &

Food Bank include retail, consumers, distributors,

month based on the geographical area.

DAILY MEALS

growers, government food and funds, manufacturers

Some pantries require an application with

and private donations. Food and funds are then

documents supporting income, but not all.

distributed to senior centers, school programs,
shelters, soup kitchens and food pantries. The

The Los Angeles Regional Food Bank lists

food bank utilizes a method called “Rapid Food

24 agencies, which advertise the serving

Distribution”. Here, refrigerated trucks are used to

of daily meals to those in need. Some are

transport and distribute nutritious, perishable fruits

limited to a singular mealtime throughout

and vegetables to partner agencies.

the day, every mealtime, every day, or just
certain days throughout the week.

In the Los Angeles area, food pantries receive their
stock of food from regional food banks. They then set
up designated distribution times when individuals
can come pick up an allotment of food. Distribution

13

“Women, Infants, and Children (WIC).” Food and Nutrition Service. Web. 22 Sept. 2013.
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“The churches and the
community

groups

that do hand out food
are doing an incredible
service to this country
and to the children that
are experiencing hunger,
but that’s just a quick
fix, that’s for today and
tomorrow

and

maybe

for next week. We call it
emergency food? It’s no
longer emergency food.
This is called chronic use
of a broken system for
which

people

cannot

be held accountable.” Mariana Chilton
Founder,
Hunger

25

Witnesses

to

issues
INTRODUCTION

The University of Bridgeport in Connecticut
conducted a SNAP Food Challenge in December
of 2012 in which food spending during the week
was limited to thirty-five dollars ($35). This is the

have a process to produce, buy, sell, and

same budget allocation for those receiving SNAP

give food away, but a process is lacking

benefits, which equates to five dollars ($5) a day or

to teach and learn about food and how to

$1.66 per meal per person. Another requirement was

prepare it. We expect that people will know

that a participant could only consume food bought

what to do with fresh or unprocessed foods

within the budget limits. Many community members

if they are given the funds to obtain them.

participated and posted their experiences and lessons

Unless there is an adequate family culture

learned on Facebook, in hopes to give a glimpse into

around food and cooking as well as time,

the variety of situations SNAP beneficiaries may find

patience and motivation to prepare it, the

themselves. One participant, Susan Elizabeth talks

argument that people who receive SNAP

about lessons she learned during the week:

benefits have adequate funds to purchase

“One can eat healthy on a low budget if one plans,

nutritious food doesn’t go anywhere beyond

Buy unprocessed foods, Avoid non-essentials like

that statement. It is incredibly intimidating

chips, candy, soda, etc., My biggest take away from

to prepare a meal if you’ve never been

this week and seeing how others managed this

taught what to do or taken the time to

challenge is that people who receive food assistance

teach yourself. It also requires tools and

should be given guidance about how to shop and

working appliances, while prepared meals

prepare nutritious meals. Simply giving someone a

and snacks from a fast food establishment,

certain amount of money and saying ‘eat healthy’

restaurant, or supermarket are ready to

doesn’t do much”.

14

14

eat and only require the amount of time

Her last take away especially resonates as a problem

necessary to buy them.

within our current federal assistance program. It

Many people have made the argument

requires more careful analysis. Creating a program

that fresh, nutritious food isn’t actually

within SNAP or an alternative, Elizabeth says, requires

any more expensive than processed foods.

working within our current food infrastructure. We

The motivations and human behavior that

Elizabeth, Susan. “UB SNAP Food Challenge | Facebook.” 08 Dec. 2012. Web. 03 Oct. 2013.
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goes into choosing the foods people eat

The ubiquity, convenience and

and how they are prepared must also be

habit-forming appeal of hyper processed foods have

considered. In his article, “Is Junk Food

largely drowned out the alternatives: there are five

Really Cheaper?”, Mark Bittman argues

fast-food restaurants for every supermarket in the

that “junk food” is in fact not cheaper than

United States; in recent decades the adjusted for

“real” food. He offers comparisons between

inflation price of fresh produce has increased by forty

a highly processed meal at McDonald’s and

percent (40%), while the price of soda and processed

a roasted chicken meal prepared at home.

food has decreased by as much as thirty percent

He argues that while this may be true, it

(30%)”.

15

makes the assumption that people will
have the motivation, energy, and resources

While the policies driving the price of food are deeply

to cook, which may not exist in many cases.

rooted in political influence and power, I believe there

Bittman suggests that the challenge in

are real changes that can be made in the culture of

cooking is not “I’m not too busy to cook.”

how Americans eat. Bittman argues,

Regardless of weekly earnings, he stated,

“Real cultural changes are needed to turn this

in 2010 the average American watched an

around. Somehow, no-nonsense cooking and eating

average of an hour and half of TV a day. He

– roasting a chicken, making a grilled cheese

gives this explanation instead:

sandwich, scrambling an egg, tossing a salad – must

“The core problem is that cooking is defined

become popular again, and valued not just by hipsters

as work, and fast food is both a pleasure

in Brooklyn or locavores in Berkeley. The smart

and a crutch. ‘People are really stressed

campaign is not to get McDonald’s to serve better

out with all that they have to do, and they

food but to get people to see cooking as a joy rather

don’t want to cook,’ says Julie Guthman,

than a burden, or at least a part of a normal life”.

15

associate professor of community studies
at the University of California, Santa Cruz
15
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“Bittman, Mark. “Is Junk Food Really Cheaper?” The New York Times, 24 Sept. 2011. Web. 26 Sept 2013.

WHO?
Loretta Schwartz-Nobel
describes

her

own

period of food insecurity
in her book, Growing
Up Empty. She was a
single parent with two
small children to take
care of and received no
child support. She had
no regular income or
health insurance and
faced a vast array of
tough decisions to make
for her family’s well
being. She recalls one
experience vividly,

“I will never forget how
alone I felt the morning
my landlord called to
say that my children
and I would be evicted
if the $425 I owed in
back rent wasn’t paid

16

immediately. I had $200 in the bank, a stack of

Other agencies such as food banks,

unpaid bills on the kitchen table and no food in the

pantries, and soup kitchens were once

house. I tiptoed into the bedroom and looked at

considered emergency food programs,

my children still asleep in their beds. For a while, I

but are now often permanent sources of

just stood there helplessly, wondering how I could

food for families dependent on assistance.

possibly rescue them“.

16

This is because the aid they are getting is
inadequate for a healthy or sustaining diet

Government programs like SNAP and WIC are

or because it is impossible for them to

designed to assist people in times of need, but they

receive assistance because they are over

take time to qualify for and to receive benefits and

the income limit. Schwartz-Nobel explains

are often limited to a budget, which does not allow

that the situation becomes even more

a parent to prioritize quality of nutritious food over a

complicated, “Some of these children are

greater quantity of food at a lower cost. In addition

not only in danger of losing the food they

to her own experiences as a single mother, Schwartz-

need, they are in danger of losing their

Nobel offers stories from other single-parent

homes and their mothers as well. That is

households as well.

because mothers who are overwhelmed
often give up their chidden rather than see

“In the year 2000, nearly one in three households

them go hungry or live on the street”.

16

headed by single women were food insecure. In
fact, the poverty rate of families supported by single
mothers was almost four times higher than that
of married couples with children. In the aftermath
of divorce, even formerly middle-class mothers
often found themselves pushed into poverty. Single
women with children also represented three-fourths
of all homeless families”.

16

Schwartz-Nobel, Loretta. Growing Up Empty: The Hunger Epidemic in America. New York, HarperCollins, 2002. Print.(22)
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eating on a budget

SNAP WEEK

My own research has taught me that shopping on
a budget isn’t easy. I simulated living on a SNAP
budget myself for one week. It took more time than
usual to compare prices at the supermarket. For
the most part, cheapest prices were what I looked
for in order to get more food for my money. When
you are only working with thirty-five dollars ($35)
a week, decisions become clearer since produce
is so expensive comparatively. I had the choice, for
example, between buying fresh green beans (12.4
cents an ounce) and canned green beans (4.7 cents
an ounce). The canned beans were chosen for a
multitude of reasons which factor into food access
and healthy eating issues:
1. The canned beans take no preparation; they can be
heated in the microwave and eaten without cutting,
prepping, cooking, etc.
2. I could buy 3 times as many canned vegetables per
ounce compared to the fresh product. This translates
to more food volume by which to feed a family.
3. Canned food lasts much longer in storage than
fresh food which can spoil. Fresh produce requires
time and knowledge to plan meals.

29

What I got for thirty-five dollars ($35) worth was not

didn’t feel like cooking, going out wasn’t an

terrible, but the hardest part will be sticking to the

option. Coffee breaks during class weren’t

budget throughout the week. With my budget I was

possible either so I made myself hot cocoa

able to buy:

instead. If I hadn’t planned my lunches
ahead of time, it wasn’t possible for me to

tomato basil sauce for $1.88,

grab something during the day. I would not

applesauce for $1.98,

say that the food I was able to buy was of

Chicken Helper for $1.50,

bad nutritional quality, but it did limit the

angel hair pasta for $1.00,

quality of food I would normally buy and

a can of Star-Kist Tuna for $0.98,

took a lot longer to shop as well with

two cans of corn for $0.68 each,

comparing the prices of every item I bought.

canned green beans for $0.68,
garlic marinade for $1.48,
cheddar cheese slices for $2.68,
chicken breast for $4.88,
a dozen eggs for $1.98,
apples for $2.97,
a half gallon of skim milk for $1.87,
and a loaf of wheat bread for $1.58.

After grocery shopping, I have five dollars ($5) left
to use throughout the week and bought a box of hot
cocoa later in the week using $1.79 of the money I had
left. Meal planning was as crucial to keep hunger at
bay throughout the week as will power. Nights when I
30

“Millions and millions of
Americans, as many as 50
million Americans, rely on
charitable food programs
for some part of meeting
their basic food needs.” Janet Poppendieck
Author, Sweet Charity?

31

STIGMA

In an interview with Bill Moyers, Kristi Jacobson, one

“Hunger is especially damaging to young

of the directors and producers of the documentary, A

children, it affects their cognitive, social

Place at the Table and Mariana Chilton, director of the

and emotional growth, which means that

Center for Hunger-Free Communities describe their

by the time they arrive to kindergarten,

impressions from working with families throughout

they’re not ready for school. The first

the documentary. Moyers asked Dr. Chilton why

three years of life are considered the most

people are afraid to talk about the issue of hunger in

important years of human development

the U.S. and her response follows,

and every moment is imperative to the
building blocks of good cognitive, social

“I think there’s an enormous amount of shame that

and emotional development.”

17

goes, especially when I work with moms of little
children, young children. And there’s an enormous
amount of shame that they experience that they, may
run out of money before they can get more food. And it
really tests their sense of motherhood, their sense of
citizenship, of belonging. And it’s very isolating. And I
think that when the moms that I speak with, they talk
about when they were children they, too, were hungry
and they were always told, ‘Don’t talk about it. Don’t
let anybody know how hard it is. Always put on a good
face Always look good,’ you know, it’s about being
able to be in the world and be treated with a sense
of dignity and respect. So they would often hide their
own experiences of hunger or hide the experience
that they can’t feed their own children”.
17

17

Chilton qtd. in “Kristi Jacobson and Mariana Chilton on How Hunger Hurts Everyone.” BillMoyerscom. 28 June 2013. Web. 10 Oct. 2013
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“vegetables

sprout

in

the city when food prices
suddenly

soar,

when

incomes drop, and when
buildings fall down and
fail to be built back up,
leaving behind that rarest
of

urban

commodities:

SPACE.” - ROBIN SHULMAN,
EAT THE CITY

33

what is missing?

underutilized space

34

“If kids grow kale, kids eat
kale. If they grow tomatoes,
they eat tomatoes.” -ron
finley

Fig X.
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what can be done?
“FRESH”

In her book, Fresh: A Perishable History, Susanne

“By the mid-1920s the notion of

Freidberg makes the following claim: “Fresh is not a

therapeutic

18

freshness

had

gone

measurement, fresh is a state of being”. Freshness

mainstream. Consumers learned that

means different things in different foods. Is it

fresh fruits, vegetables, and dairy products

perishable? If it isn’t perishable, what is the value of

would protect against the ills of an overly

fresh foods that have been preserved?

processed, ‘too modern’ diet, and keep [us]
young, slim, smart, ‘regular’, and energetic.

The emergence of the icebox and then refrigerator

Ads for iceberg lettuce, among others,

was an effort to keep food fresh. It began as a novelty

told them that a diet rich in fresh produce

item and has since transformed into a household

was essential, not just to their own health,

necessity. Today, food “freshness” depends less on

prosperity, ad happiness, but also to the

time and distance and more on technology. A fruit

strength of the nation”.

19

may have been picked ten days ago and traveled
thousands of miles, but most people would still

Today, many people are increasingly

consider it “fresh” because it has not been processed

concerned about what happens to food and

or transformed into something new. Even though

what goes into food when it is processed.

efforts are being made to source fresh food more

Many still believe that the most nutrient

locally, most people in developed countries still

rich roods are those that closely resemble

depend on the “cold chain” to move their food from

their natural state. However, over time

place to place.

people have also become increasingly
removed from the day–to–day work of

Since the early 1900s, various advertisements and

growing and marketing food. This makes

health claims have convinced us that the freshness

it easier to forget the work it takes to grow

of a food indicates its health benefits. Fresh fruits

and distribute food.

and vegetables contain vitamins and minerals,
not “empty” calories or added chemicals and
preservatives like most processed foods.
18
19

Freidberg, Susanne. Fresh: A Perishable History. Cambridge, MA: Belknap of Harvard UP, 2009. Print. (2)
Freidberg, Susanne. Fresh: A Perishable History. Cambridge, MA: Belknap of Harvard UP, 2009. Print (13)
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FOOD EXCHANGE

What is exchange? Exchange as a noun is defined

either direct trades (one

as an act of giving one thing and receiving another

food item for another) or

(esp. of the same type or value) in return; as a

potluck style in which

verb: exchange is giving something and receiving

everyone shares and

something of the same kind in return.

samples

everything.

Swap “events”

are

Our current food system consists of many exchanges,

reoccurring at many

from the grower to the shipping company, storage

different

or refrigeration facility, distributor or wholesaler,

including small retail

retailer, and then to consumers. The type of exchange

spaces throughout Los

that occurs in this system involves trading money.

Angeles

This may happen physically using cash payments or

spice store, Poketo (a

checks or electronically through the use of online

design wares shop),

payments or credit/debit cards. Could a new system

Otherwild, (a graphic

be based on an entirely different method of exchange

design shop) and other

between people such as food or knowledge? Does

locations around Los

it have to be based around money? If money is one

Angeles.

venues

including

a

20

issue, can we tackle the problem through another
avenue?

One alternate to monetary food exchange is the “food
swap”. Such “food swap” programs exist currently in
Los Angeles. These “swaps” bring people together
who have an interest in homemade and homegrown
food and want to share it with each other. Swaps are
20
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“LA Food Swap | Sharing Handmade Food in Los Angeles.” LA Food Swap | Sharing Handmade Food in Los Angeles. Web. 13 Oct. 2013.

CHANGING

Depending on the climate, fruits and vegetables are

EXPECTATIONS

only in season for certain months during the year but
this has become insignificant to many people. The
culture in Europe however is much different. Living in
Rome during the spring months, certain produce items
were impossible to find, but that is just accepted.
A sacrifice of not having zucchini after November
is made for the experience of other better tasting
vegetables grown without manipulating nature. The
climate of the Central Valley and Southern California
does allow a longer growing season of most fruits and
vegetables than other locations in the United States.
The increasing demand for all fresh foods year round
has meant that much of the U.S. national food supply
comes from other countries. The USDA estimates
that about 16.8 percent of food consumed in the
United States is imported from other countries which
is up from 11.3 percent two decades ago.

21

“This is about the expectation that we’re going to
have raspberries when it’s snowing in Ithaca,” said
Marion Nestle, a food studies professor at New York
University. How do we change this expectation in our
culture?
21

“USDA ERS” Definitions of Food Security. 04 Sept. 2013. Web. 30 Sept. 2013
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SITE & CONTEXT

“in

L.A.,

the

really

exhilarant cooking was
bubbling

up

bottom,

not

from

the

trickling

down from the top. Even
the chefs — the younger,
more

intriguing

ones,

at least — seemed to be
unschooled,

unofficial,

improvisational.” -Andrew
Romano
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PARADOX

California is the most agriculturally

8. United Arab Emirates

productive state in the U.S., yet the rate

9. Turkey

of food insecurity is seventeen percent

10. Taiwan.

(17%), higher than the national average.
I have chosen to focus on the Central Valley region

These exports totaled more than $10

where one third of the United States’ fresh food is

million while total agricultural exports

grown. According to a report from the USDA, in 2012,

reached more than $16 billion, 25%

the top four counties in agricultural production are:

of total production in California. This

1. Fresno County

leaves seventy-five percent (75%) of the

2. Tulare County

agricultural products in California to be

3. Kern County

distributed throughout the United States.

4. Monterey County.

This includes not only fresh products, but
also fruits and vegetables to be processed

They are all located within a 200-mile radius of Los

as well.

21

Angeles. One concern with production is tracing

21

where vegetables and fruit go after it is harvested or

The food insecurity rate for Los Angeles

processed. In 2011, California’s top 10 export markets

County is 17.9% which is in the median range

included:

of all counties in California. This comprises
1. Canada

almost 1.75 million people, three times more

2. European Union

than the second highest population in San

3. China/Hong Kong

Diego County. Chef Roy Choi started a food

4. Japan

truck business called Kogi Taco in 2008,

5. Mexico

which started a mobile food revolution in

6. South Korea

Los Angeles. Choi was raised in Los Angeles

7. India

and talks about the complicated hunger

“USDA ERS” Definitions of Food Security. 04 Sept. 2013. Web. 30 Sept. 2013
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crisis in his hometown. Neighborhoods

items, than middle-income zip codes. Studies find

may have access to food which some may

that residents with greater access to healthy foods

consider adequate, but it is second rate

in neighborhood food stores consume more fresh

discounted food sold in liquor stores, and

produce and other healthful items”.

23

convenience stores that no one else would
ever want to buy. The only restaurants

According to studies conducted by Feeding

that exist are fast food franchises or

America (from 2011), Los Angeles County has the

smaller locally owned restaurants. When

highest number of children living in food insecure

children grow up in neighborhoods, which

households. This number falls at just above 600,000

have these limited offerings; they will, in

children total. This is nearly double the number of

his opinion, be less likely to eat well as

children in New York’s five boroughs, 400,000 and

adults. Choi as well as many others have

second on the Feeding America list. These numbers

questioned why neighborhoods with the

are generated by a survey conducted by the USDA.

24

highest crime rates, highest drop out rates
from school, and the least amount of jobs

Because the issue of food access is largely income

22

driven, my focus will be on Los Angeles neighborhoods

have the worst food.

with low median income levels ($30,000), high
When

examining

Los

Angeles

population density (20,000 people per square mile),

neighborhoods, largely spatially divided

and high rates of single parent households (twenty-

along class incomes, fresh produce patterns

five percent (25%). Each of these factors will likely

start to emerge. These patterns coincide

equate to families who are left in the food gap.

25

with national spatial income geographies.
“Nationally, low-income zip codes have
thirty percent (30%) more convenience
stores, which tend to lack healthy [food]
41

22

Barclay, Eliza. “Food Truck Pioneer Battles Food Deserts With High Cuisine.” NPR. NPR, 8 Oct. 2013. Web. 10 Oct. 2013.
23
The Grocery Gap: Who Has Access to Healthy Food and Why it Matters. The Food Trust, 2010, PDF. (8).
24
”Map the Meal Gap.” Feeding America. Web. 29 Aug. 2013.
25
”Historic South-Central.” Mapping L.A. Los Angeles Times. Web. 04 Oct. 2013.

The current industrialized food system is so rooted
in long-term government policies that changing the
way it works as a whole would be nearly impossible
without legislative changes. I envision that my
project will work to make small changes within
the current system. My tactic is to use small-scale
methods of agriculture to support small businesses
so that they may become stronger in their influence.
In Carolyn Steel’s book, Hungry City, she shows us
just how dependent we have become on this massive
food system, “The reality is that supermarkets have a
stranglehold over not just the grocery sector, but the
entire infrastructure that supplies our food. Without
them, we would struggle to feed ourselves; and that
makes their position close to unassailable”.

26

She

challenges that the majority of these movements
against agribusiness practices, or the, “’foodierevolution’ remains a predominantly middle-class
phenomenon; farmers’ markets and organic box
schemes are tiny counter movements against a
general trend. How to scale them up is the challenge –
and that is no small task. The real barrier to changing
the way we eat, however, does not lie in practicalities,
but in our minds”.
26
27

27

Steel, Carolyn. Hungry City: How Food Shapes Our Lives. London: Chatto & Windus, 2008. Print. (52)
Steel, Carolyn. Hungry City: How Food Shapes Our Lives. London: Chatto & Windus, 2008. Print. (53).
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GOALS

“In New York, the taco
places are almost always
feeding

an

audience

that is not Mexican, But
here, they’re making no
concessions to you, and
the food thrives because
of that. They’re cooking
from the heart. They’re not
considering, ‘Uh, would
that be too spicy?’ You’re
just in their part of town.
You are the one percent.” roy choi
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FOOD SECURITY

A major goal for the project is to develop a community

such as the diminishing food safety

plan including facilities which provide adequate

net; disappearing farmland and inner-

opportunities for a “food secure” neighborhood.

city supermarkets; increasing poverty

The Community Food Security Coaltion published

and hunger; failing family farms; rural

Community Food Security: A Guide to Concept, Design

community disintegration; inadequate

and Implementation in 1995.

28

The publication is

green space; and diet-related health

meant to serve as a guide to designing food systems
that are able to be sustained by a certain community.

problems.
3. synthesizes many disparate fields,

I have outlined a few of the coalition’s guidelines as

including

goals I plan to strive for within my own project.

development,

community

economic

environmentalism,

community gardening, sustainable
The phenomenon of community food security has

agriculture, nutrition/public health,

been defined as “an extension of the food security

and anti-hunger into a whole that is

concept, [in] all persons in a community having

greater than the sum of its parts;

access to culturally acceptable, nutritionally

is an explicit strategy to unite rural

adequate food through local non-emergency

and urban areas, producers and

sources at all times.” (1997 report) There are various

consumers;

characteristics of communities that could benefit

5. seeks to develop and promote

from this new type of urban planning at a macro and

solutions to food system deficienies

micro level. “Community food security:

that are integrative and holisitc, and

1.

provide multiple benefits;

has at its starting point the food needs of lowincome communities;

2. addresses a broad range of problems affecting

28

4.

6. employs a planning process that
incorporates

a

community-based

the food system, economic opportunity,

needs assessment phase, encourages

community development, and the environment,

long-range

planning/visioning,

Winne, Mark, Hugh Joseph, and Andy Fisher. Community Food Security: A Guide to Concept, Design, and Implementation. Venice, CA: Community Food Security Coalition, Aug. 1995. PDF.
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7.

and seeks to build in community

There are also TEN distinguishing elements

participation.

of community food security projects:

embraces a systems approach to

1.

help

socio-

2. community defined as focus of action;

economic and political structures that

3. community-based planning and needs

identify

underlying

assessment;

influence the distribution of food and
other resources in a community and

4.

community

collaboration/coalition

building;

contribute hunger and poor nutrition,
and similarly supports structural

5. multi-sector linkages;

changes necessary to solve these

6. local food system integration;

problems;

7.

8. emphasizes the need to build and

multiple project objectives;

8. entrepreneurship;

coordinate efforts among community

9. policy;

institutions to ensure access to an

10. long-range integrative strategies.

adequate diet for its residents.

28
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multi-disciplinary systems approach;

28

28

Winne, Mark, Hugh Joseph, and Andy Fisher. Community Food Security: A Guide to Concept, Design, and Implementation. Venice, CA: Community Food Security Coalition, Aug. 1995. PDF.

FOOD

The residents of South Los Angeles have put together

·

SOVEREIGNTY

their grievances in the South Los Angeles Declaraion

our own food and agriculture systems as

of Health and Human Rights which outlines various

well as healthy and culturally appropriate

goals and strategies to improve the health, economy

food, produced through ecologically sound

and future development of the area. In particular to

and sustainable methods;

food rights, the declaration states the following:

·

Food Sovereignty – the right to define

Require a food system that promotes

local economies, upholds transparent trade
“We who live and work in South Los Angeles proclaim

and provides policies that guarantee just

that all residents of South Los Angeles have the right

income to all peoples, and places including

to healthy nutrition and food security. This shall

those who produce, distribute and consume

include the right to:

food;
·

·

Access to safe, nutritious and culturally

appropriate food in sufficient quantity and quality to

Education about nutrition, food and

agriculture so that we may make informed
choices.”

29

sustain a healthy life with full human dignity;

29

South Los Angeles Health and Human Rights in California.” Web. 06 May 2014.
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program

I’ve

considered

the

program for the project at
both the micro and macro
scale,

and

all

scales

in between. I’m taking a
holistic approach to food
access

and

proposing

program elements that
correspond to existing
infrastructure within the
food landscape of South
Los Angeles. Each element
is particular to its scale
and the function it serves,
but also achieves a greater
connection with the entire
system. This acts as a
counterpart to the existing
food system, developing an
architectural food system
of resiliency.
Fig X.
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CORNER STORE

BUS SHELTER & FOOD PLANTING

INCUBATOR KITCHEN

APPARATUS

EXPANSION OF RON FINLEY’S INITIATIVE INCLUDING

PHASED PROJECT INCLUDING SPACE

WHICH ALLOWS BETTER

BUS SHELTER CONSTRUCTION AND ADAPTATION

FOR START UP FOOD BUSINESSES.

VISUAL ACCESS AND

INTO MEANS OF RAINWATER COLLECTION AND SEED

BREAKS DOWN BARRIERS TO ENTRY INTO

DISPLAY

& TOOL ACCESS.

FOOD INDUSTRY AND CREATES FOOD

FACADE

PRODUCE.

OF

FRESH

BUSINESSES OF THE COMMUNITY.
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DESIGN PROPOSAL

Fig X.
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site development

COMMUNITY KITCHEN

EXISTING VACANT SITE

PLANT GARDENS

OUTDOOR PLAZA

KITCHEN ENTRANCE

GREENHOUSE

STAIRS TO ROOF GARDEN

COMMUNITY KITCHEN & EVENT SPACE

DRY STORAGE
LEARNING KITCHEN

GARDEN
COLD STORAGE

EVENT SPACE

RESTROOMS

SCALE: 3/8”= 1’

INCUBATOR KITCHEN NORTH

OUTDOOR SEATING

INCUBATOR KITCHEN SOUTH

KEY PLAN

FULL SITE

SITE SECTIONS
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INCUBATOR KITCHEN NORTH
ORDER

PICK-UP
PICK-UP
PREP

INCUBATOR
KITCHEN

SHARED KITCHEN
ORDER

COLD STORAGE

PREP
COLD STORAGE

DRY STORAGE

DRY STORAGE INCUBATOR
KITCHEN

GREENHOUSE

SCALE: 3/8”= 1’

KEY PLAN
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INCUBATOR KITCHEN SOUTH

SCALE: 3/8”= 1’

KEY PLAN
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LA FRESH
LA
FRESH

LA
FRESH
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LA
FRESH

LA
FRESH

LA
FRESH

LA
FRESH
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EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE & GRASSROOTS

MARKET MAKEOVERS

RON FINLEY &
LA GREEN GROUNDS

ENTREPREN
FOOD TRUCK

SYSTEM

BUS SHELTER

SE
SHELTER

WATER STORA
TOOL STORAGE
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S ORGANIZATIONS

NEURSHIP &
K CULTURE

THE KIT

EATING

AGE

SEED STORAGE

SEED STORAGE

TOOL STORAGE

PLANTING

WATERING

WEEDING

HARVESTING
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corner stores

57

bus stops
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BEFORE

AFTER
EXISTING
CONDITIONS

PROPOSAL

8’

10’

10’

10’

10’

8’

10’

10’

8’

10’

10’

10’

10’

8’

10’
SIDEWALK

PARKING

TRAVEL LANE

TRAVEL LANE

TRAVEL L ANE

TRAVEL LANE

PARKING

SIDEWALK

SIDEWALK

PARKING

TRAVEL LANE

TRAVEL LANE

TRAVEL L ANE

TRAVEL LANE

PARKING

SIDEWALK
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10’

60
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drive-thrus are killing more people than the drive-bys”. His goals involve developing a grassroots model for fruit and vegetable
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